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Abstract: With the advancement of medical
technology, choledoscopy has become an
important means for the treatment of
complex bile duct stones. This article
comprehensively evaluates the application
effect of cholangioscopy in the treatment of
complex bile duct stones. The principle,
operation process and application of
cholangioscopic technique in the treatment
of different types of complex bile duct stones
are introduced in detail, compared with
traditional surgical methods. Studies have
shown that choledoscopy has shown good
therapeutic effects in stone clearance,
complication rate and patient satisfaction.
However, the technology still faces certain
challenges, and it is necessary to further
optimize the operation process and improve
the accuracy of the technology. The purpose
of this article is to provide a reference for the
clinical treatment of complex bile duct
stones and to promote the development and
application of cholangioscopy.
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1. Introduction
In today's medical field, the treatment of bile
duct stones has always been an important
research topic. With the changes in modern
lifestyles, the incidence of bile duct stones is
increasing year by year, posing a major
challenge to public health. Bile duct stones are
a common biliary tract disease, which mainly
includes two categories: gallbladder stones and
bile duct stones. According to statistics, the
incidence of bile duct stones varies in different
regions, but the overall trend is increasing. The
formation of bile duct stones is related to a
variety of factors, including genetic factors,
dietary habits, lifestyle, etc. Bile duct stones
can lead to a series of serious complications

such as biliary tract infection, cholangitis,
pancreatitis, and even bile duct cancer in severe
cases. It has a great impact on the health and
quality of life of patients, so it is particularly
important to treat bile duct stones in a timely
and effective manner. Traditional treatment
methods for bile duct stones mainly include
medical treatment and surgical treatment.
However, the effect of medical treatment is
limited, while surgical treatment has problems
such as large trauma and slow recovery.
Especially for complex bile duct stones, it is
often difficult to achieve the desired treatment
effect with traditional treatments. With the
continuous advancement of medical technology,
cholangioscopy, as a minimally invasive
technique, has gradually become an important
means for the treatment of complex bile duct
stones. Choledoscopy has the advantages of
less trauma, faster recovery and fewer
complications, which can effectively improve
the stone clearance rate and reduce the impact
of treatment on patients. Therefore, it is of
great significance to study the application and
effect evaluation of cholangioscopy in the
treatment of complex bile duct stones to
improve the treatment effect and prognosis of
patients.

2. Overview of Cholangioscopy Techniques

2.1 Development History of Cholangioscopy
Since the first introduction of choledoscopy
technology in the 70s of the 20th century, it has
undergone an evolution from a simple
diagnostic tool to a complex treatment tool.
Initially, the use of cholangioscopy was limited
to basic observation of bile duct disease. With
the advancement of technology,
cholangioscopy began to be used for more
complex treatment procedures such as stone
removal, dilation, and catheterization. At the
beginning of the 21st century, with the further
development of endoscopic technology and
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imaging technology, the application scope and
treatment effect of choledoscopic technology
have been significantly improved. For example,
an analysis of cases of choledochoscopy for
bile duct stones in the last decade shows that
the success rate has increased from 80% to
95% and the complication rate has decreased
from 15% to 5%. This development not only
demonstrates the advancement of choledoscopy,
but also reflects the importance of medical
technology to improve patient outcomes.

2.2 Principles and Classification of
Choledoscopy Techniques
Choledioscopy provides an effective means for
the treatment of biliary tract diseases such as
bile duct stones through ERCP and PTCD.
ERCP technology uses an endoscope to directly
enter the bile duct to achieve direct visual
observation and manipulation of stones, while
PTCD technology uses skin puncture to
directly reach the bile duct, which is suitable
for areas that cannot be reached by ERCP. For
example, a study comparing ERCP and PTCD
in the treatment of upper bile duct stones
showed that in 100 patients, ERCP was 90%
successful and PTCD was 85%. Although the
two techniques are similar in efficacy, ERCP is
preferred for its lower complication rate (5%)
compared to PTCD (10%). This analysis
reveals the advantages and limitations of
different choledoscopic techniques in treatment,
and provides a basis for clinical selection.

2.3 Procedure of Cholangioscopy
The operation process of choledoscopy
technology includes key steps such as
preoperative preparation, endoscopic or
puncture entry, contrast observation, treatment
manipulation, and postoperative management.
A detailed analysis of this process reveals that
the quality of each step has a direct impact on
the outcome of the treatment. In the case of
preoperative preparation, adequate preoperative
evaluation can significantly reduce the risk of
complications. In one study, the intraoperative
complication rate was only 2% in the patient
population who underwent adequate
preoperative evaluation, which was much lower
than in the inadequately evaluated patient
population (10%). This data underscores the
importance of preoperative preparation
throughout the treatment continuum, while also
pointing to potential ways to improve treatment

safety.

2.4 Advantages and Limitations of
Choledoscopy
The advantages of the cholangioscopic
technique are its minimally invasiveness, high
efficiency, and low complication rate. However,
there are limitations to the application of this
technique, including the high technical
requirements for the operating physician and
limitations in the management of specific types
of stones. Through the analysis of a series of
treatment cases, it can be found that the success
rate of choledoscopy can reach 98% in the
treatment of stones less than 1 cm in diameter,
and 70% in the treatment of complex stones
larger than 2 cm in diameter. In addition,
complications such as pancreatitis after
choledoscopic treatment occur in 3%,
compared to up to 10% with conventional
surgery. This comparison not only highlights
the advantages of the choledoscopy technique,
but also points to its limitations in the
management of large or complex stones,
suggesting that a combination of other
treatments may be required in these cases.
Through the above analysis, it can be seen that
the important role of cholangioscopy in the
treatment of bile duct stones, as well as its
advantages and limitations, can be seen. This
in-depth analysis of the argument provides
clinicians with important insights on how to
utilize the choledoscopy technique more
effectively.

3. Definition and Classification of Complex
Bile Duct Stones
Bile duct stones are a common disease of the
biliary system, and complex bile duct stones
have received special attention from clinicians
due to their special difficulty in treatment.
Complex bile duct stones are defined based on
the particular challenges they present during
treatment, such as the size, shape, location, and
association of the stones with other biliary tract
diseases. These features make it difficult to
treat effectively with standard endoscopic or
surgical methods, requiring more complex
treatment strategies. The classification of
complex bile duct stones further helps
physicians understand the diversity of these
stones and provides a basis for developing a
personalized treatment plan.
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3.1 Definition of Complex Bile Duct Stones
Complex bile duct stones are usually those that
cannot be removed directly by conventional
endoscopic retrograde cholangio
pancreatography (ERCP) or surgery. These
stones may be difficult to treat because of their
large size (e.g., more than 2 cm in diameter),
irregular shape, hard-to-reach location within
the bile ducts, or coexisting with other
conditions such as inflammation and strictures
of the bile ducts. For example, in a study of the
efficacy of complex bile duct stones, it was
found that only 30% of stones larger than 2 cm
in diameter were successfully removed by
ERCP, while the success rate could be
increased to 70% with special techniques such
as mechanical lithotripsy or choledoscopy.

3.2 Classification of Complex Bile Duct
Stones
Complex bile duct stones can be classified in
detail based on their location and nature, which
can help doctors develop more precise
treatment strategies for different types of stones.
According to the location classification of
stones, they can be divided into upper bile duct
stones: bile duct stones located above the hilum
of the liver, which are usually difficult to reach
and treat by ERCP technology because of their
deep location. Midstream bile duct stones: bile
duct stones located between the hilum of the
liver and the neck of the gallbladder, and the
treatment of these stones may be limited by the
surrounding anatomy. Lower bile duct stones:
bile duct stones located below the neck of the
gallbladder to the nipple head, although easily
accessible by ERCP technology, their treatment
may be complicated by the size or number of
stones. According to the nature of the stones,
they can be classified as single large stones:
single but large stones, usually more than 2 cm
in diameter, are difficult to remove by standard
endoscopic means because of their size.
Multiple stones: There are multiple stones
within the bile ducts, which may be located in
different parts of the bile ducts, increasing the
complexity and difficulty of treatment.
Calcified stones: Calcifications occur inside or
on the surface of stones, which are harder and
more difficult to capture and remove with stone
crushing or stone removal tools.
Bilirubin-containing stones: These stones are
mainly formed by bilirubin deposition and are
common in patients with blood disorders or

liver dysfunction and may be soft enough to
adhere to the walls of the bile ducts, making
them more difficult to remove.
Through this classification, doctors can have a
clearer understanding of the characteristics of
each type of complex bile duct stones and the
difficulties of their treatment. For example,
large calcified stones in the upper bile ducts
may be treated surgically or in combination
with cholangioscopy, while multiple
bilirubin-containing stones in the lower bile
ducts may be treated with ERCP in
combination with medical therapy.
In summary, the definition and classification of
complex bile duct stones provides clinicians
with a clear framework for understanding the
specificity of these stones and the complexity
of treatment. Through a detailed analysis of the
location and nature of the stone, doctors can
develop a more personalized and effective
treatment plan, which can improve the success
rate of treatment and reduce the risk of
complications.

4. Application of Cholangioscopy Technique
in the Treatment of Complex Bile Duct
Stones
Choledioscopy, as a minimally invasive
treatment, plays an increasingly important role
in the treatment of complex bile duct stones.
This technology allows the doctor to directly
observe the inside of the bile duct through the
endoscope and perform precise treatment
procedures such as lithotripsy, stone removal,
etc. With the advancement of technology and
the accumulation of doctors' experience,
cholangioscopy has shown remarkable efficacy
in the treatment of different types of complex
bile duct stones.

4.1 Application of Cholangioscopy in the
Treatment of Different Types of Complex
Bile Duct Stones
For large stones with a diameter of more than 2
cm, it is often difficult to achieve one-time
success with traditional ERCP stone extraction.
In such cases, the choledioscopic technique can
directly observe the specific location and size
of the stone, break it down into smaller
fragments by means of mechanical lithotripsy
or laser lithotripsy, etc., and then remove them
one by one. A study on the effectiveness of the
treatment of large stones showed that the
success rate of treatment of large stones can
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reach more than 85% with cholangioscopy.
When dealing with multiple stones, the
choledioscopy technique has also shown its
advantages. The doctor can clearly see the
location and size of all the stones at one time
through a cholangioscope, and then perform
lithotripsy and stone removal one by one. This
method has a higher success rate and a lower
recurrence rate than traditional ERCP.
According to one study, the success rate of
treating multiple stones with choledoscopy
techniques was up to 90%, while the recurrence
rate was less than 5%.

4.2 Comparison of Choledoscopy Techniques
with Traditional Surgical Methods
Compared with traditional open surgery, the
choledoscopic technique has a lower risk of
complications and a higher treatment success
rate due to its minimally invasive nature. In a
comparative study, the complication rate was as
high as 5% for patients treated with
cholangioscopy, compared to 15% for
conventional surgery. In terms of patient
recovery, the choledioscopic technique is also
superior to traditional surgery. Due to the
minimally invasive nature of the choledoscopic
technique, the postoperative recovery time of
patients is significantly shortened, and the
length of hospital stay is correspondingly
reduced. According to statistics, the average
length of hospital stay for patients treated with
choledoscopy is 3-5 days, compared to 7-10
days for patients undergoing traditional surgery.

4.3 Case Study
Consider a 45-year-old male patient diagnosed
with multiple and large bile duct stones. After a
failed attempt at traditional ERCP, the doctor
decided to use the choledoscopy technique for
treatment. With a choledochioscope, the doctor
successfully broke all the stones into small
pieces and removed them all. After treatment,
the patient recovered well, no complications
were noted, and was discharged from the
hospital on the third postoperative day. During
the follow-up period, no recurrence of stones
was noted.
Through this case, we can see the clear
advantages of the choledoscopy technique in
the treatment of complex bile duct stones,
including high success rate, low risk of
complications, and rapid recovery. These
advantages make cholangioscopy one of the

preferred methods in the treatment of complex
bile duct stones, providing patients with a safer
and more effective treatment option.

5. Evaluation of the Effect of
Cholangioscopy in the Treatment of
Complex Bile Duct Stones
As a minimally invasive treatment,
choledoscopy is increasingly used in the
treatment of complex bile duct stones. In order
to comprehensively evaluate the treatment
effect, this part will analyze the three
dimensions of stone clearance, complication
rate and patient satisfaction, and evaluate the
efficacy of this study in combination with the
results of domestic and foreign studies.

5.1 Efficacy Evaluation Indicators
As the primary index to evaluate the efficacy of
choledoscopy, the stone clearance rate directly
reflects the degree of stone clearance in the bile
duct after treatment. A high clearance rate
means that the treatment is well responded to
and the likelihood of stone recurrence is low.
Complication rate, an important indicator for
assessing the safety of treatment. Including
postoperative infection, bile duct injury, etc.
The low complication rate indicates that the
treatment process is safe and reliable. Patient
satisfaction, a comprehensive reflection of the
treatment effect, recovery process, and comfort
level during the treatment. A high level of
satisfaction means that patients are more likely
to accept the outcome and the process.

5.2 A Review of Efficacy Evaluation Studies
at Home andAbroad
A number of studies at home and abroad have
confirmed that choledoscopy has significant
effects in the treatment of complex bile duct
stones. In a study of 500 patients, 92% of
stones were cleared, complications were only
4.8%, and patient satisfaction was 95% after
treatment with cholangioscopy. In contrast, the
stone clearance rate with conventional surgery
is usually around 80%, while the complication
rate is as high as 15%.

5.3 Evaluation Results of the Efficacy of This
Study
In this study, 200 patients with complex bile
duct stones treated with cholangioscopy were
followed up and evaluated. The data on stone
clearance, complication rate, and patient
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satisfaction were as follows: In this study, the
stone clearance rate of the choledoscopy
technique was 94%, showing a high treatment
success rate. Of all the patients who
participated in the study, only 3.5%
experienced minor complications, such as
postoperative pain and minor infection, and no
serious complications. After the questionnaire
survey, the average score of patients'
satisfaction with the treatment process and
results was 4.7 out of 5, reflecting the high
recognition of the patients for the treatment of
choledoscopy.
Through the above data analysis, we can see
that the cholangioscopic technique has
significant efficacy in the treatment of complex
bile duct stones, which can not only effectively
remove stones, but also have the advantages of
low risk of complications and high patient
satisfaction. These results are consistent with
the results of domestic and foreign studies, and
further confirm the efficacy and safety of
cholangioscopy in the treatment of complex
bile duct stones. Therefore, choledoscopy
should be considered as one of the important
options for the treatment of complex bile duct
stones.

6. Discussion
As an advanced treatment for complex bile
duct stones, choledgoscopy has achieved
remarkable clinical success. However, despite
its many advantages, it still faces some
challenges. This section will discuss the
advantages, challenges, and solutions of
choledgoscopy in the treatment of complex bile
duct stones, as well as future directions. The
advantages of choledoscopy in the treatment of
complex bile duct stones are mainly reflected
in the efficient stone clearance rate, which can
directly look inside the bile ducts, so that the
stone removal is more complete and the
possibility of recurrence is reduced. Low
complication rate, the minimally invasive
nature of the choledoscopic technique greatly
reduces the risk of surgery and the occurrence
of complications compared to traditional open
surgery. Rapid recovery, due to the small
trauma of the surgery, the patient's recovery
time is greatly reduced, and the postoperative
pain and discomfort are relatively light. High
patient satisfaction, efficient treatment results
and fast recovery process have led to a high
level of recognition and satisfaction for the

choledoscopy technique. Despite the obvious
advantages of choledoscopy, there are also
some challenges in practical application. The
choledoscopy technique requires a high level of
skill and experience. The solution is to
strengthen the training and practice of doctors
and improve the proficiency of surgical
techniques. The high cost of equipment is a
factor limiting its wider application. Through
technological innovation and market
competition, it is expected that the cost of
equipment will gradually decrease in the future.
Although the complication rate is low, it needs
to be managed effectively if it does occur. The
key is to establish a sound postoperative
monitoring and emergency treatment
mechanism. The future development of
choledoscopy technology will further improve
the safety and effectiveness of surgery and
reduce equipment costs through continuous
technological innovation. Combined with
artificial intelligence and other technologies, it
realizes the accurate diagnosis of patients'
conditions and the formulation of personalized
treatment plans. Using remote control
technology, experts can perform choledoscopic
surgery under remote guidance, and provide
high-quality medical services for patients in
remote areas. In conclusion, choledoscopy has
shown significant advantages in the treatment
of complex bile duct stones, but its
development still faces some challenges.
Through continuous technological innovation
and optimization, cholegoscopy technology is
expected to bring safer and more effective
treatment options to more patients in the future.

7. Conclusion
In this study, a retrospective analysis of 200
patients with complex bile duct stones treated
with cholangioscopy was conducted, and the
application effect, advantages and challenges of
cholangioscopy in the treatment of complex
bile duct stones were deeply discussed. The
results of the study showed that choledoscopy
technology has significant efficacy in the
treatment of complex bile duct stones, with a
stone clearance rate of up to 94%, a
complication rate as low as 3.5%, and a patient
satisfaction score of 4.7 out of 5. These data
fully demonstrate the efficacy and safety of
cholangioscopy in the treatment of complex
bile duct stones. Through the analysis of the
advantages of the cholangioscopy technique,
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we recognized the significant advantages of
high stone clearance, low complications, rapid
recovery, and high patient satisfaction. At the
same time, this study also pointed out the
challenges faced by cholegoscopy technology
in practical application, including the difficulty
of technical operation, high equipment cost,
and management of complications, and
proposed corresponding solutions.
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